Few Chancellors of Indian Origin in USA and UK who would be participating at the 2nd National Teachers' Congress

- Prof. Pradeep Khosla - Chancellor, UC San Diego
- Ms. Ranvir Singh - Chancellor, University of Central Lancashire, UK
- Dr. Renu Khator - Chancellor, University of Houston
- Prof. Dr. Vistasp M. Karbhari - President at University of Texas at Arlington
- Dr. Kumle R. Subbaswamy - Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts Amherst
- Dr. Subra Suresh - Former President of Carnegie Mellon University
- Dr. Satish K. Tripathi - President of the University at Buffalo
- Prof. Jamshed Bharucha - Distinguished Fellow, Dartmouth College, President Emeritus, Cooper Union
- Dr. Virinder K. Moudgil - President and CEO of Lawrence Technological University
- Lord Karan Bilimoria - Chancellor, University of Birmingham
- Dr. Subra Suresh - Former president of Carnegie Mellon University
- Prof. Rakesh Khurana - Dean, Harvard College, Harvard, Massachusetts

Participation of Education Ministers from different states of India

All academic sessions of the conclave are Chaired by one of the Hon'ble Education Minister from different states of India.

Participation of Vice Chancellors of different Universities of India

All Academic sessions get opening remarks by one of the Vice Chancellors of Indian universities.

Teacher Speakers:

Two Teacher participants are given opportunity to speak in each session. The Teacher speakers are selected through a process of applications invited from the participating teachers.

Participation and coverage by live webcasting across India and the World:

The program is webcasted live across the nation and world through electronic and print media. Also, online participation through website is carried out through various Professors/Teachers of International Universities.

Special Feature: “Teacher to Teacher Connect” Activity:

Special initiative undertaken to establish a network between teachers from across the nation and to instill a spirit of community ownership. The program enables teachers of common interest to interact with each other, keep in touch through a mobile app and share best teaching methodologies, innovations, research in education, create live projects, the best of which will be awarded.
Awards conferred at the National Teachers’ Congress

- **Jeevan Gaurav Puraskar (Lifetime Achievement Award):** The award is a special honor conferred at the Inauguration and Valedictory Sessions on Teachers who have contributed lifelong in facilitating the creation of Generations of enlightened and knowledge driven students.

- **Adarsh Shikshak Puraskar (Ideal Teacher Award):** From 2nd National Teachers’ Congress one more award will be introduced as “Adarsh Shikshak Puraskar” (Ideal Teacher Award). This award will be conferred on Teachers who have worked, Out of the box and are committed to creating knowledge driven citizens with efforts beyond their professional scope of work.

Take Aways from the Congress

- Opportunity to establish connectivity between National and International faculty of diverse backgrounds
- Start the process of peer learning that will benefit the teachers to understand diverse perspectives and think more creatively about teaching
- To impact future policy making process and educational reforms of the Government
- Opportunity to enrich perspective and awareness on trends that are influencing and teaching methodology
- Upgrading skills on current trends in teaching and learning
- Opportunity for limited number of participants to visit USA/UK/Australia/China/Finland for short study tour for exposure and comparative analysis of education system across the world at subsidized cost

Information about Parent Organization – Dr. Vishwanath Karad MIT World Peace University (MIT WPU)

Dr. Vishwanath Karad MIT World Peace University (MIT-WPU) is a Flagship University of MAEER’s MIT Group of Institutes, Pune, where we have always thought ahead of time and taken lead in many areas. We have always been caring and conscious to provide the young minds not just the necessary means and knowledge to excel in their professional lives, but also to imbibe the values in them that are vital to mold them as complete human beings. Over 1,00,000 proud Alumni, including thousands of them doing extraordinary assignments around the globe, truly reflect what we stand for. ‘Technology, Research, Social Innovation and Partnerships’ is the theme that outlines our core approach at MIT-WPU. There is a well-defined road-map to create a synergy of academia with technology, technology with research, research with industry, industry with economy, economy with social innovation and social innovation with peace, leading to the well-being of one and all.